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Fiction

A vicious robbery at a secluded Brighton mansion 
leaves its elderly occupant dying, and millions taken 
in valuables. But, as Detective Superintendent Roy 
Grace, heading the enquiry, rapidly learns, there is 
one item, of priceless sentimental value, that her 
powerful family care about, above all else. And they 
are fully prepared to take the law into their own 
hands, and do anything, absolutely anything, to get 
it back. 

Within days, Grace finds himself following a 
murderous race against the clock that leads him 
from the shady antiques world of Brighton, across 
europe and back in time to the New York waterfront 
gang struggles of 1922, chasing a killer driven by 
the power of one man's greed and another man's 
fury.

Dead Man's Time
James, Peter

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.999780230760554

On a dark night in Lusaka, Zambia, an adolescent 
girl is raped. Her identity is a mystery.

Zoe Fleming is an American lawyer visiting Zambia, 
with a special interest in human rights. She teams 
up with Joseph Kabuta, a Zambian police officer, to 
investigate the assault. Piecing together evidence 
from the scene, Zoe and Joseph learn that the girl's 
assailant is someone entirely unexpected.

Together with local NGOs, they all work towards 
finding justice. But, faced with corruption and 
opposition on all sides, they must fight together to 
stand a chance.

*Available April

Garden of Burning Sand, The
Addison, Corban

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.999781780876948

'The enchanted Life of Adam Hope' is an 
unconventional and passionately romantic love story 
that is as breathtaking and wondrous as 'The Time 
Traveller’s Wife' and 'The Story of edgar Sawtelle'. 

During WWII, teenager evelyn Roe is sent to 
manage the family farm in rural North Carolina, 
where she finds what she takes to be a badly 
burned soldier on their property. She rescues him, 
and it quickly becomes clear he is not a man…and 
not one of us. The rescued body recovers at an 
unnatural speed, and just as fast, evelyn and Adam 
fall deeply in love.

*Available May

Enchanted Life of Adam Hope, The
Riley, Rhonda

Picador Australia  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.999781742613277

Twenty-five years ago in the woods near the Hoh 
River in Seattle, three boys were kidnapped. One 
did not come home.

A quarter of a decade later, a family of four is found 
brutally murdered, the words thirteen days 
scratched near their lifeless bodies.

Homicide Detective Alice Madison ran away from 
home as a child, one breath away from committing 
an unforgivable act; as an adult, she found her 
peace chasing the very worst humanity has to offer. 
Madison believes these murders are linked. And 
she has thirteen days to prove it.

Gift of Darkness, The
Giambanco, V. M.

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.999781780878713

Berlin in 1933 is in upheaval. eleven-year-old Carla 
von Ulrich struggles to understand the tensions 
disrupting her family as Hitler strengthens his grip 
on Germany. Into this turmoil steps her mother's 
formidable friend and former British MP, ethel 
Leckwith, and her student son, Lloyd, who soon 
learns for himself the brutal reality of Nazism. He 
also encounters a group of Germans resolved to 
oppose Hitler - but are they willing to go so far as to 
betray their country? Such people are closely 
watched by Volodya, a Russian with a bright future 
in Red Army Intelligence. The international clash of 
military power and personal beliefs that ensues will 
sweep over them all as it rages from Cable Street in 
London's east end to Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, from 
Spain to Stalingrad, from Dresden to Hiroshima.

Winter of the World
Follett, Ken

Macmillan  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.999780230770164

Murder in Paradise. What, or who, is silencing the 
residents? 

Military criminal investigator John Puller is drawn 
closer to home when his aunt is found dead in her 
house in Paradise, Florida. The local police have 
ruled the death as an accident, but Puller finds 
evidence to suggest that she may well have been 
murdered. On the surface the town lives up to its 
name, but as Puller digs deeper he realises that this 
town and its inhabitants are more akin to Hell than 
Paradise. His belief is confirmed as evidence of 
strange and inexplicable events come to light. And 
when Puller learns the truth about what is 
happening in this once sleepy town, he knows that 
his discoveries will impact far wider than Paradise.

Forgotten, The
Baldacci, David

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$17.999780330520331



Forensic physician Dr Anya Crichton is cocooned 
from the world aboard a luxury cruise ship, nothing 
can interrupt time with her precious six-year-old son. 

Peace is shattered when the body of a teenage girl 
is discovered shoved in a cupboard. With no 
obvious cause of death, Anya volunteers her 
forensic expertise. 

She quickly uncovers a sordid pattern of assaults, 
unchecked drug use and mysterious 
disappearances. With crew too afraid to talk, she is 
drawn into the underbelly of the cruise line and its 
dangerous secrets. In international waters, 
problems with jurisdiction mean it's possible to get 
away with murder.

Cold Grave
Fox, Kathryn

Pan Australia  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.999781742612188

Adam Blaine returns to Martha's Vineyard out of 
duty rather than grief, after his father - bestselling 
author and celebrated human rights activist 
Benjamin Blaine - falls to his death.

Having been estranged from his father for ten years, 
Adam is surprised to discover himself appointed the 
executor of his estate; especially as the will 
disinherits Adam's family, leaving their wealth and 
home to Ben's recent lover, young actress Carla 
Pacelli.

Adam's mission - to undo the will and protect his 
blood, whether innocent or guilty, from criminal 
charges - forces him to confront his own past, and 
pulls him into a labyrinth of lies, deception and 
betrayal…

Fall From Grace
North Patterson, Richard

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$19.999780857387004

Bruno, chef de police can't get a moment's peace. 
He's uncovered a cache of old bank notes and is 
also dealing with a wave of burglaries. The victims 
include the recently retired head of Britain's Joint 
Intelligence Committee, which brings old flame 
Isabelle back to St Denis.

The next burglary ends in murder: the victim's 
bludgeoned body found by his lover - the prime 
suspect. But Bruno is on another track. Meanwhile, 
the Mayor introduces Bruno to Jacqueline, who is 
researching the theory that American funds were 
used to prevent Communism in France, which led 
the US to give clandestine support to the nuclear 
program.

Resistance Man, The
Walker, Martin

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.999781780870724

The epitome of east Coast glamour, Tiger House is 
where the beautiful and the damned have always 
come to play in summer, scene of martinis and 
moonlit conspiracies, and newly inherited by the 
sleek, beguiling Nick. 

The Second World War is just ending, her cousin 
Helena has left in search of married bliss in 
Hollywood, and Nick's husband is coming home. 
everything is about to change.

Magnificently told by each of the five characters in 
turn, 'Tigers in Red Weather' is a simmering tale of 
passion, betrayal and secret violence beneath a 
polished and fragile facade.

Tigers in Red Weather
Klaussmann, Liza

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.999781447212072

The fascinating characters that roam across the 
pages of emma Donoghue's latest fact-inspired 
fictions have all gone astray: they are emigrants, 
runaways, drifters. They cross other borders, too: 
those of race, law, sex and sanity. They travel for 
love or money, incognito or under duress. 

Donoghue describes the brutal plot hatched by a 
slave in conjunction with his master's wife to set 
them both free; she draws out the difficulties of gold 
mining in the Yukon, even in the supposedly 
plentiful early days, and she takes us to an early 
Puritan community in Massachusetts unsettled by 
an invented sex scandal.

Astray
Donoghue, Emma

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Short Stories

$19.999781447209508

Steve Range thinks his friend Randy is a corpse in 
a desert grave - until he reappears in an Al Qaeda 
video, spitting extremist hate and challenging 
Range and Blackstone Six to a desert battle that will 
settle a vicious blood feud.

But Range's attention is drawn to a stray word 
slipped in to Randy's tirade, and he begins to 
wonder whether his old comrade-in-arms really has 
been turned by his captors. All he knows for sure is 
that he owes a debt to the man he left for dead.

As Range plunges ever deeper into the dark and 
chaotic heart of the terrorists' murderous plot he 
realises that nothing is what it seems, and that his 
elite band of warriors are facing a desperate fight 
like no other.

Killing Range
Campion, Phil

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  War & Combat Fiction

$19.999780857384454

1950s Dublin. When a body is found in the canal, 
pathologist Quirke and his detective friend Inspector 
Hackett must find the truth behind this brutal 
murder. But in a world where the police are not 
trusted and secrets often remain buried there is 
perhaps little hope of bringing the perpetrator to 
justice. As spring storms descend on Dublin, Quirke 
and Hackett's investigation will lead them into the 
dark heart of the organisation that really runs this 
troubled city: the church.

Holy Orders
Black, Benjamin

Mantle  •  TPB  •  Crime & Mystery

$29.999781447202189

The Shima Imperium verges on collapse. Land and 
sky have been poisoned by clockwork 
industrialisation, the Lotus Guild oppresses the 
populace and the nation's Shōgun is lost to his thirst 
for power. Yukiko and her warrior father are forced 
to hunt down a griffin at the Shōgun's command. 
But any fool knows griffins are extinct - and death 
will be the price of failure. Disaster strikes and 
Yukiko is stranded in the wilderness with a fabled 
griffin, now furious and crippled. Although she hears 
his thoughts and saved his life, Yukiko knows he'd 
rather see her dead than help her.

Stormdancer
Kristoff, Jay

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Fantasy

$19.999781447200499



Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Emilie de la Martinieres has always fought against her aristocratic 
background, but after the death of her glamorous, distant mother, she 
finds herself alone in the world and sole inheritor of her grand childhood 
home in the south of France. As she rediscovers her family's story, Emilie 
realizes that the Chateau may hold more secrets than just fond childhood 
memories. What is the tiny room concealed in the wine cellars below and 
why has it been sealed for the past fifty years? And why did her beloved 
father never speak of his decorated role in the Second World War?

Light Behind The Window, The
Riley, Lucinda

9781447218425

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Tamia Challey is horrified when her husband, Scott, is accused of 
something terrible - but when she discovers who his accuser is, 
everything goes into freefall. Backed into a corner and unsure what to 
think, Tamia is forced to choose who she instinctively believes. But this 
choice has dire consequences for all concerned, especially when matters 
take a tragic turn. Then a stranger arrives in town to sprinkle rose petals 
in the sea in memory of her lost loved one.

Rose Petal Beach, The
Koomson, Dorothy

9781780874999

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.99

Anna lives in Brooklyn. But she didn't always. She grew up in Kielce, 
Poland, where the summers were long and the politics communist. When 
her parents were indicted for their alliance with anti-government forces, 
Anna had to flee her homeland, leaving her closest friends behind. Now 
an adult, she lives in the US and has lost touch with the girls she once 
knew, the ones she missed so much as a teenager that she'd sneak back 
into Kielce hidden in the back of a car just to share another summer.

Lullaby of Polish Girls, The
Dominczyk, Dagmara

9781780878218

Quercus  •  TPB  •  Fantasy

$29.99

After the rout at Rasenna, Concord faces enemies on all fronts, and 
nobody believes that the last surviving Apprentice is equal to these 
crises - but Torbidda didn't become Apprentice by letting himself be 
manipulated. While Sofia is struggling to understand her miraculous 
pregnancy, the City of Towers grows wealthy. But it's not long before the 
people of Rasenna start arguing again, and as the city falls apart once 
more, Sofia realises she must escape etruria to save her baby.

Warring States, The
Harte, Aidan

9780857389015

Quercus  •  TPB  •  War & Combat Fiction

$29.99

Mogadishu, Somalia. A luxury cruise liner has been captured by Somali 
pirates, with 860 lives at the mercy of the ruthless hijackers. Jake 
Grafton, head of Middle eastern covert Ops for the CIA, has contacted his 
uniquely talented operative Tommy Carmellini, requesting his presence. 
Grafton's veins of ice and nerves of steel make him Washington's go-to 
man in a crisis, while Carmellini has the skillset Grafton needs when he 
knows he won't be playing by the book.

Pirate Alley
Coonts, Stephen

9780857385246

Picador  •  H/B  •  Short Stories

$39.99

each indelible narrative in the 'Collected Stories' is marked by Salter's 
great literary grace, his ability to show the subtleties of a character or 
situation with precision, and his equally assured ability to command 
reversals of fortune or shocking revelations. The stories concern men and 
women in their most intimate moments, struggling with loss, desire, or the 
burden of memory. A fallen rider lies in a field, alone but for the 
knowledge that these may be her last twenty minutes. A man assisting in 
his wife's suicide is devastated by the aftermath.

Collected Stories
Salter, James

9781447239383

MacLehose Press  •  H/B  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$29.99

In Soviet Russia the desire for freedom is also a desire for the freedom to 
love. Lovers live as outlaws, traitors to the collective spirit, and love is 
more intense when it feels like an act of resistance. Now entering middle 
age, an orphan recalls the fleeting moments that have never left him - a 
scorching day in a blossoming orchard with a woman who loves another; 
a furtive, desperate affair in a Black Sea resort; the bunch of snowdrops a 
crippled childhood friend gave him to give to his lover.

Brief Loves That Live Forever
Makine, Andrei

9780857051769

MacLehose Press  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$24.99

When Sarah leaves him - heartbroken by their inability to conceive - 
Pietro reverts to a younger self, leaving the dishes unwashed, his bed 
unmade and the post unopened. Soon afterwards, Sarah confesses that 
she is pregnant, but from a casual encounter. She comes to rely on 
Pietro's mother for support, leaving all three in a painful limbo, unable to 
move on or return to the way things were. Into the void falls Olmo, an old 
man haunted by memories of war.

Every Promise
Bajani, Andrea

9780857051479

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.99

A chance encounter with a strange young woman leads Inspector 
Montalbano to Vigàta harbour - and into a puzzling new mystery. The 
crew of a mysterious yacht - the Vanna - due to dock in the area have 
discovered a corpse floating in the water, the dead man's face badly 
disfigured. It isn't long before Montalbano begins to become suspicious of 
the Vanna's inhabitants. Who is the yacht's owner, the glamorous and 
short-tempered Livia Giovannini? How has she accrued her riches? And 
why does she spend so much time at sea?

Age of Doubt, The
Camilleri, Andrea

9781447203322

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Historical Fiction

$19.99

1810. Palais des Tuileries, France. As a princess of the Holy Roman 
empire, Marie-Louise Habsburg knows the importance of family loyalty. 
So when her father asks her to save his crown by marrying a foreign 
stranger twice her age she has no choice but to obey. But when she 
arrives in Paris it becomes clear that Marie-Louise will have to fight for a 
place in her new husband's affections. Between a scorned first wife 
determined to hold on to her title and a fiendishly devious sister-in-law, 
will the young princess ever be able to win her rightful place at court?

Second Empress, The
Moran, Michelle

9780857388629

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$19.99

Arno Holmstrand is about to die, his life cut short by an organization 
intent on laying claim to the secrets he has spent a lifetime guarding: the 
location of the lost Library of Alexandria, and the vast knowledge it has 
hidden for centuries. emily Wess is about to have her life change beyond 
all recognition. One minute she is a professor of history, the next she is 
on a journey to the far corners of the world, deciphering strange clues left 
by her mentor, Arno Holmstrand. She is being tested, but for what?

Lost Library, The
Dean, A. M.

9781447209515

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Harriet Lockwood has never really felt that strong mother-daughter bond 
between herself and her daughter, Florence. Then one day she finds the 
reason why. The girl she has raised for the last fifteen years is not her 
biological child. Zoey Sands has a somewhat chaotic lifestyle and is 
completely the opposite of Harriet Lockwood, but the one constant thing 
in her life is her daughter Nell. Could it be that Nell isn't her child?

Lying Game, The
Stimson, Tess

9780330522038

Quercus  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

1996: Grace, a psychiatrist, juggles a suicidal boyfriend and a young 
patient's impending abortion.
2002: Annie, a struggling actress, takes pity on a homeless girl and 
invites her into her New York apartment.
2006: Mitch, a divorced counsellor, finds that listening to other people's 
problems takes his mind off his own.
Ten years. Three lives. One truth: helping other people is infinitely 
simpler than helping yourself.

Inside
Ohlin, Alix

9781780871127

Jo Fletcher Books  •  P/B (B)  •  Fantasy

$19.99

Hidden under the surface of everyday London is a city of monsters and 
miracles, where wild train spirits stampede over the tracks and glass-
skinned dancers with glowing veins light the streets. When a devastating 
betrayal drives her from her home, graffiti artist Beth Bradley stumbles 
into the secret city, where she finds Filius Viae, London's ragged crown 
prince, just when he needs someone most.

City's Son, The
Pollock, Tom

9781780870090



Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

In Holt, Colorado, Tom Guthrie is struggling to bring up his two young 
sons alone. In the same town, school girl Victoria Roubideaux finds 
herself pregnant and homeless. Whilst Tom's sons find their way forward 
without their mother, quiet and gentle Harold and Raymond McPheron 
agree to take Victoria in, unaware that their lives are about to change 
forever. A novel of haunting beauty, 'Plainsong' explores the grace and 
hope of every human life and mankind's infinity capacity for love.

Plainsong
Haruf, Kent

9781447240440

Picador  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Harold and Raymond McPheron are finally waving goodbye to their 
beloved Victoria, a young mother with a first chance at an education. 
Betty and Luther Wallace are struggling to keep their heads above water 
and their children out of care, and in the same town young friends Dena 
and DJ find solace away from their own troubled homes. As these stories 
unfold and entwine, tragedy strikes the McPheron household and life is 
thrown irrevocably off course.

Eventide
Haruf, Kent

9781447240457

Tor UK  •  P/B (B)  •  Science Fiction

$19.99

The sweet death of Coyote, master taxi driver, was only the first. 

Soon people are sneezing and dying all over Manchester. Telekinetic cop 
Sybil Jones knows that, like Coyote, they died happy - but even a happy 
death can be a murder. As exotic blooms begin to flower all over the city, 
the pollen count is racing towards 2000 and Sybil is running out of time.

Pollen
Noon, Jeff

9781447229209

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Crime & Mystery

$19.99

Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks has recently moved to the 
Yorkshire Dales from London to escape the stress of the metropolis. But 
he soon finds that life in the country is not quite as idyllic as he had 
imagined... A peeping Tom is frightening the women of eastvale. Two 
glue-sniffing thugs are breaking into homes. An old woman may or may 
not have been murdered. In addition, Banks has to deal with his attraction 
to a young psychologist Jenny Fuller. As the tension mounts, both Jenny 
and Banks' wife are drawn deeper into events.

Gallows View
Robinson, Peter

9781447225430

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$19.99

In the brutal chaos of the Second World War, three people find their lives 
inextricably interwoven in a web of courage, betrayal and love. 

Julie Lescaux, the young englishwoman caught up in one of the most 
dangerous operations of the French Resistance; Paul Vasson, vicious 
Paris pimp turned Nazi collaborator; David Freymann, German scientist 
caught up in unimaginable horror, destined to lose everything except his 
faith in his own discovery.

Night Sky
Francis, Clare

9781447227182

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$19.99

Out of the savagery of the Paris barricades there was born the most 
sinister of all the terrorist groups of the late 1960s. Secretly funded by 
Moscow, trained in subversion and assassination in Italy, the Crystal 
Faction came to england. To wage war... For Nick Ryder of Special 
Branch, finding and infiltrating the cell presented a daunting challenge. 
Hampered by the deviousness of his own superiors and lack of 
cooperation from MI5, he was drawn slowly but inexorably into a tangled 
web of sex, drugs, murder, intrigue and lost innocence.

Red Crystal
Francis, Clare

9781447227199

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Thriller & Suspense

$19.99

In the chill of the Cold War, two Norwegians are shot dead after straying 
into Soviet wilderness, killings that will bind together three people in a 
web of treachery and passion: Halvard Starheim, veteran explorer, torn 
by the deaths of his friends and his love for a beautiful woman, Ragna 
Johansen, the exquisitely attractive widow of one of the dead men on a 
desperate search for love and fulfilment, Rolf Berg, brilliant Norwegian 
journalist whose secret other life holds the key to a deadly conspiracy.

Wolf Winter
Francis, Clare

9781447227212

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Blaise and Mary arrive at Patna Hall, a hotel on India's shimmering 
Coromandel coast, to spend part of their honeymoon. Patna Hall is as 
beautiful and timeless as India itself, ruled over firmly and wise by 
proprietor Auntie Sanni. For Mary it feels strangely like home. In a week 
that will change the young couple's destiny, election fever grips the 
Southern Indian state and Mary falls under the spell of the people, the 
country - and Krishnan, godlike candidate for the Root and Flower party…

Coromandel Sea Change
Godden, Rumer

9781447210993

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

Una and her younger sister Hal have been abruptly summoned to live in 
New Delhi by their diplomat father Sir edward Gwithiam. From the first 
meeting with their new tutor and companion, the beautiful eurasian Alix 
Lamont, Una senses a hidden motive to their presence. But through the 
pain of the months to come, the poetry and logic of India do not leave 
Una untouched. And it begins with the feather, a promise of something 
genuine and precious...

Peacock Spring, The
Godden, Rumer

9781447211006

Pan  •  P/B (B)  •  Modern & Contemporary Fiction

$19.99

The faded elegance of Les Oeillets, with its bullet-scarred staircase and 
serene garden bounded by high walls; eliot, the charming englishman 
who became the children's guardian while their mother lay ill in hospital; 
sophisticated Mademoiselle Zizi, hotel patronne, and eliot's devoted 
lover; 16 year old Joss, the oldest Grey girl, suddenly, achingly beautiful. 
And the Marne river flowing silent and slow beyond them all...

Greengage Summer, The
Godden, Rumer

9781447211013


